Est. 2009

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Passion. Professionalism. Experience.

SOLITEK DNA:

SOLAR CENTRE, VILNIUS

R & D, innovation, quality

Excerpt from business newspaper
“Verslo žinios”, year 2009, about
birth of SoliTek.

The story of SoliTek starts back in 2009
when the group of industrial manufacturing
company BOD Group engineers together
with scientific partners started research
into improving solar cells efficiency.
Realizing its immense research and production
potential, BOD GROUP founded a solar
technology company that eventually became
the leading solar panel manufacturer in the
Scandinavian region.

Vilnius based SoliTek
researches, develops,
manufactures, sells
and installs top
quality glass-glass
solar panels, for
the rooftops of any
kind, integrated into
buildings (BIPV) or
stand-alone on the
ground.

The company exports 80% of its panels
manufactured in Vilnius solar manufacturing
centre.
SoliTek ships to North European, as well as
Benelux and rest of the markets, through its
distribution partners or directly to the final
customer.
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www.solitek.eu
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PROFESSIONALISM.

GLASS LINE

PASSION.

SOLAR
CENTER

EXPERIENCE.

SoliTek R&D, manufacturing & head office are based in a
“Greenest Industrial Building in Europe”, that was recognized
as such in 2013 by German Chamber of Commerce.

Being at the European forefront of solar
technology innovation, SoliTek is putting
maximum effort not only to supply renewable
energy technologies, but to do this in a most
environmentally friendly way.
Due to our use of renewable energy in manufacturing,
we save over 400 tons of CO2 from emission each
year. That’s the equivalent of planting 2000 trees.
Production is powered and cooled by renewable
energy mix – both solar (150 kW on the roof of the
building) and geothermal (108 boreholes as deep
as 148 m underground), which produces 1 MW of
Geothermal power.
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OUR
PRODUCT

SoliTek flagship glass-glass model is branded
SOLID Pro & is manufactured in Vilnius based solar
technology center. It’s our main product, dedicated
for all professionals and quality valuing consumers.

HANDPICKED MATERIALS

The glass panels are class A fireproof and are exceptionally
durable in all the toughest environments: in polar snow or
Sahara Desert, you name it. SoliTek panels have a selfcleaning property and rated power output of up to 370W.

CRAFTED WITH ATTITUDE

FINISHED BY HAND

The a
d
of gl vantages
ass
solar -glass
panel

SOLID Pro LINE
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www.solitek.eu

The family of SoliTek glass-glass panels is
designed to prioritize lifetime, reliability
and long-term savings. The advantages:
Largest savings
Performance for a lifetime
Strength & Safety
Applicability & Aesthetics
100% Green
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PROFESSIONALISM.

The team like a family

An extra mil
e everyday
is our way!

Today SoliTek is a team of 80
professionals in management,
manufacturing, R&D, logistics, sales and
solar installations – both small private
home & large-scale solar parks.

PASSION.

OUR
PHILOSOPHY

EXPERIENCE.

37% of our staff is younger than 30 years old.
29% of the team – ladies, 71% - gentlemen.
35% of our people have higher education.

BEHIND THE GLASS
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80% work in manufacturing, 20% management & administration.

We used to call our guys in the SoliTek
manufacturing simply as craftsmen.
Because they manufacture beautiful
product of highest quality.
With time, the philosophy and attitude of
real craftsmanship in manufacturing has
spread in all departments of SoliTek. Today
every SoliTek worker, engineer, installer and

manager is considered first and foremost to
be a master of his trade, a real craftsman. His
every effort has a purpose and every minute
is spent with one idea in mind – how to best
service the final client. Because the client is
most important - he will use our product for
many years to come.
Real craftsmen don’t let the client down.
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PROFESSIONALISM.

MANUFACTURING
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PASSION.

PANEL ASSEMBLY LINE

ts:

Year 2019:

Year 2020:

200K panels

400K panels

50 MW total produced
capacity

EXPERIENCE.

110 MW total produced
capacity

Our major aim at SoliTek is to manufacture and
expand our business sustainably, minimizing
impact on the environment we live in.
The planning of the SoliTek production upgrade is in
full swing. For the year 2020 the company upgraded it’s
production capacity in Vilnius solar plant at least 2 times.
The new technology enables us to supply the booming
solar market in Europe with totally new products already
in the middle of 2020.
SoliTek plays an important role in the environmental
friendly global movement, producing solar panels using
only renewable energy, and championing the European
glass-glass solar panel segment, whose production
requires less CO2 intense raw materials.
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PROFESSIONALISM.

LOGISTICS
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EXPERIENCE.

PASSION.

Green at Heart and Sou

Audrius Remeikis
Our main guy at
warehouse

SoliTek green DNA does not stop at environmentally
friendly manufacturing. The company partners only with an
environmentally friendly logistic carriers, such as Sweden’s
Greencarrier, who are focusing on sustainable delivery
services.
“The fact, that we are green at any stage of production, logistics and
business as a whole, tells the partners in Scandinavia 100 times more
than any big money advertising. Thus the partnership decisions are
made faster”, says Audrius Remeikis, SoliTek warehouse manager.
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WAREHOUSE
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PROFESSIONALISM.

SoliTek
n
Innovatio
Team

PASSION.

ENGINEERING
AND R&D

EXPERIENCE.

CELL MANUFACTURING LINE
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Field-testing of latest
technologies

Innovation
commercialization

Constant cooperation with
academic communities

The company is constantly involved in
Horizon 2020 program & exchanges
research and manufacturing innovations
with such renowned institutions like
International Solar Energy Research
Center Konstanz (Germany) and
National Solar Energy Institute (France).

These collaborations enabled
SoliTek to develop the range of its
exclusive SOLID Pro solar panels,
that employ special tempered
safety glass and the most
efficient solar cells, manufactured
in Vilnius solar factory.

The company is striving to
educate and facilitate the
Lithuania’s young generation
with the tools, promoting solar
technology in local schools and
universities.

5 Horizon 2020 projects
under the belt

Continuous innovation in
manufacturing is made
possible by the strong
backing of the BOD GROUP;
in the last 5 years SoliTek
invested over 5 mil. EUR in
R&D.
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PROFESSIONALISM.

EXPERIENCE.
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Our sales team is one that we are particularly proud of; these
guys are able every cold call transform into a good deal – both
for SoliTek and our partners.
It does not matter if the customer is going to buy 10, 100 or 1000
panels. We will arrange the production and delivery as fast as
possible.
Yes, the EU solar market can become hectic sometimes, but with a
dynamic experience in sales our team will deliver.
Following the stormy 2018 year in EU solar panel market, skies are
clearing and sales looking promising. The driver – healthy investment
in large scale solar infrastructure projects across Europe.
We at SoliTek expect solar panel sales to grow by hefty 80% in Europe
this year, and in Lithuania solar sales growth could reach 100% and
much more, primarily due to timely support from the Lithuanian
government for the retail solar power sector.

MEETING CLIENTS IN STYLE

The homeowners receive 30% support for installed small power plants
of up to 10 kW and become productive consumers, a longstanding
norm in Western countries.
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PROFESSIONALISM.

EXPERIENCE.

INSTALLATIONS
Project of any size - from 1 kW to

READY TO PLAN ANY INSTALLATION

1 GW !

SoliTek Solar Installation business unit covers all directions
of solar projects: from small scale 5 kW private household
project till…the sky is the limit. Recently we finished 2 MW
bifacial solar plant in Ukraine; in the pipeline are waiting
some 8 MW more.

PASSION.

The SoliTek strategic concept is quality, not the size. The priority
and focus is total customer satisfaction. Every step of the plant is
thoroughly planed, not leaving any detail behind.
“The evil is in the detail” saying describes best our attitude to solar
project planning. It’s usual: something might seem simple at a first
look, but will take more time, effort and money to complete. Thus,
we established a very strict protocols of any solar project.

The major strategic approach of SoliTek is total vertical
integration: our client will get everything from one source:
our technology & product, manufactured in Vilnius, our
consulting, our installation services, we even provide
electrical heating solutions for any size of the private house
or industrial building.
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When getting everything from the same hands, the customer
is secure: all the post-installation issues can be addressed to
the same person that was leading the installation.
No dead-end calls here!
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PROFESSIONALISM.

PROJECTS

EXPERIENCE.

DAKAR RALLY LEGEND A. JUKNEVIČIUS
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Advanced MW bifacial
solar plant

PASSION.

SoliTek has opened In Ukraine a new generation
2 MW solar power plant, the first of its kind in
Europe. Equipped with top of the line bifacial glassglass solar panels and horizontal single-axis sun
tracking system, it’s generating up to 40% more
electricity than a conventional solar power plant.
After piloting this project in 2019, SoliTek plans to
start installing this model in EU markets in 2020.
The state-of-the-art solar power plant combined
3 major innovations: SoliTek bifacial glass-glass
solar panels with service life cycle of at least 30
years, horizontal single-axis sun tracking system
and ultra-reflective UV-stable polypropylene woven
textile under the panels, which increases the
Albedo effect up to 6 times.

Mobile solar power solution
The new SoliTek research project cooperating with
Lithuanian Armed Forces and NATO: developing
military grade mobile solar power plant that
would enable our troops to sustain full operation
capabilities in extreme off grid environments. The
mobile solar system was presented @ Gediminas
Headquarters Battalion (Vilnius, Lithuania) with active
participation of the NATO Energy Security Center
of Excellence. Energy independence and mobility
remain crucial issues for every country’s defense.
SoliTek is happy to contribute its know-how and solar
technology manufacturing experience in developing
a modern national defense energy solution.
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Powering Dakar Race Team
The ability of SOLID Pro panels to withstand extreme elements is
proven one more time by the ultimate experience of Dakar Rally
veteran and national hero Antanas Juknevicius; the last two Dakars
Antanas’ technical support team truck has been powered only
by solar power; 2 kW solar power plant installed on Antan’s truck
was illuminating the workshop and powering the repair gear with only

the clean electricity. Collected from the sun during the hot days of
toughest rally in the world.
Business partnerships expand our capabilities even further. Teaming
up with major market leaders, be it technology, logistics, sports or
educational clusters – help us to sustain our leadership in highly
competitive world solar market.
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PARTNERS

As well as a fast growing business, SoliTek
is a scientific institution. Since 2009 SoliTek
has grown to the most advanced NorthernEuropean solar technology manufacturer, with
ultimate technology and market know-how.

UNIVERSITIES:

Harsh competition on solar market forces
manufacturers like us keeping a fast pace of R&D.
Constant innovation and cooperation are crucial to
our survival.

SINTEF (NOR)

MEMBERSHIP:

PROGRAMS:

ISC Konstanz (DE)
CEA-INES (FR)
Fraunhofer ISE (DE)
Fraunhofer CSP (DE)

Sharing experience and learning from partners
during participation in a Horizon 2020 innovation
projects keeps us stronger and fosters our solar
technology development.
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Contact us:
+370 5 263 8777 | info@solitek.eu | www.solitek.eu
Mokslininkų st. 6A, VILNIUS LT-08412, LITHUANIA

